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Abstract 

Peer-to-peer systems and applications are distributed 
systems without any centralized control. The core 
operation in most peer-to-peer systems is efficient 
location of data items. The current well-known peer-to-
peer systems like Napster and Gnutella have scalability 
problem in location of data items. To solve the 
scalability problem, some scalable peer-to-peer lookup 
services show up, such as CAN, Chord, Pastry, and 
Tapestry. In this paper, we propose a self organizing 
hierarchical virtual network infrastructure, called 
Grapes, for peer-to-peer lookup services. Hierarchical 
approach of Grapes brings two benefits. First, a node 
can find data in its sub-network with the high 
probability due to the data replication in its sub-network. 
Second, the hierarchical structure makes lookup hops 
shorter than those of the flat one. 
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1. Introduction 

Peer-to-peer systems and applications are distributed 
systems without any centralized control. Each node in 
peer-to-peer system has equivalent functionality. The 
most popular peer-to-peer system is peer-to-peer file 
sharing system such as Napster[1] and Gnutella[2]. In 
these systems, each node (peer) stores files and each 

node may retrieve files from any node. The core 
operation in most peer-to-peer systems is efficient 
location of data items[4]. Both Napster and Gnutella 
have scalability problem in location of data items. In 
Napster, the node wants to retrieve data must lookup the 
index server which knows the location of all the data. 
When N identifies the number of nodes in the system, 
Napster index server manages ( )O N location 

information, which makes scalability problem. And 
Napster index server is not suitable to the concept of 
peer-to-peer system which does not have any 
centralized control. In Gnutella, the node wants to 
retrieve data must flood query message to all the nodes 
in the system, which also brings scalability problem.  

To solve the above scalability problem, some scalable 
peer-to-peer lookup services show up, such as CAN, 
Chord, Pastry, and Tapestry[3][4][5][6]. These systems 
provide a scalable, fault-tolerant distributed hash table. 
In these systems data is stored in the node which the 
system determines with hash function such as SHA-1[9]. 
The node wants to retrieve data, can find the node 
which stores the data through logical hop routing. These 
systems have similar performances in routing 
information each node manages and expecting number 
of logical hops between endpoints. 

Chord does not currently consider physical distance 
information at all. The lookup message may travel long 
distances in the Internet in each routing hop. In CAN, 
the problem due to lack of physical distance information 
is compensated by using a heuristic method. Each node 
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measures its network delay to a set of landmark nodes, 
to determine its relative position in the Internet and to 
construct a physical topology aware overlay. In Tapestry 
and Pastry, when the new node is inserted to the virtual 
network, it finds the bootstrap node close to it in 
physical distance by expanded ring search or out of 
band communication.  

However, the objective of their optimization methods 
considering physical topology is only to make the 
neighbors in the virtual network close on the Internet. 
The physical distance between the node looking for the 
data and the node storing the data may be still long. Our 
Grapes provide the hierarchical virtual network 
infrastructure using physical topology information. In 
Grapes, nodes physically near each other construct the 
sub-network and the leaders of the each sub-network 
form the super-network. The data is inserted in both the 
sub-network and super-network. When the Grapes node 
retrieves data, it looks up the sub-network first. If there 
is no data, and then it looks up the super-network 
through its leader. At this time, the node caches the data 
in its sub-network. As a result, a node can find the data 
in its sub-network with the high probability. 

Brocade[7] proposed the similar hierarchical virtual 
network infrastructure based on physical topology. 
Brocade constructs a secondary overlay to be layered on 
top of peer-to-peer lookup systems. The secondary 
overlay builds a location layer between super-nodes. 
The nodes looking for the data which is stored in the 
long distant node, find a local super-node at first. And 
then the super-node determines the network domain of 
the destination, and route directly to that domain. A 
super-node acts as a landmark for each network domain. 
A super-node is determined independently from the 
process of constructing peer-to-peer virtual network. 
Gateway routers or machines close to them are 
attractive candidates of super-nodes. 

Grapes is different from Brocade in that it has a self-
organizing mechanism. In Grapes, any node can be a 
leader or sub-node in the order of node insertion and the 
nodes construct the hierarchical virtual network in the 
autonomous manner without any support of a kind of 
server like landmark. When the node is inserted to the 
Grapes, it checks physical distance to the bootstrap 

node.1 If the distance is shorter than the threshold, it is 
inserted to the sub-network of the bootstrap node. 
Otherwise, it is inserted to the super-network. It checks 
the physical distance to every node (leader) on the path 
in the process of node inserting to the super-network. If 
it finds the leader to which the distance is shorter than 
the threshold, it is inserted to the sub-network of the 
leader. Otherwise, the new node is inserted super-
network as a leader. In each layer of the virtual network, 
any peer-to-peer lookup algorithm can be used. This 
hierarchical approach brings two benefits. First, a node 
can find data in its sub-network with the high 
probability due to the data replication in its sub-network. 
Second, hierarchical structure makes the lookup hops 
shorter than those of the flat one. If the original lookup 
algorithm has (lo g )O N logical hops2, Grapes have 

(lo g )O N  hops.3  

In this paper, we describe the design of the Grapes, a 
self organizing hierarchical virtual network and show the 
performance benefits by simulation. The rest of this 
paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the 
design of the Grapes. Section 3 demonstrates the 
simulation results. Finally, we discuss directions for 
future work in section 4. 

2. Design of Grapes 

Here we describe the design of Grapes, a self 
organizing topology-based hierarchical virtual network. 
The Grapes has two layer hierarchical structure, sub-
network and super-network as shown in Figure 1. Nodes 
physically near each other construct the sub-network 
and the leaders of the each sub-network form the super-
network. In this section, we will present the process of 
constructing the hierarchical structure and describe how 
to insert the data in the Grapes and how to retrieve the 
data from the Grapes. Then, we will show simple 
analysis about scalability of the Grapes and discuss the 
problem when the leader is crashed. 
 

                                                           
1 The physical distance can be obtained by various measuring schemes 

e.g. PING. 
2 Chord has (log )O N  logical hops. 
3 N means the number of nodes in the virtual network. 
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Figure 1. The hierarchical structure of the Grapes 

2.1. Node insertion 

The new node wants to join the Grapes, must know 
the contact point of at least one Grapes node, called 
bootstrap node. When the new node is inserted to the 
Grapes, the new node checks the physical distance to 
the bootstrap node. If the physical distance is shorter 
than the given threshold, the new node is inserted to the 
sub-network of the bootstrap node. If the bootstrap node 
is the leader of the sub-network, the bootstrap node will 
be the leader of the new node. Otherwise, bootstrap 
node notifies the new node of its leader. If the physical 
distance between the new node and the bootstrap node 
is longer than the threshold, the new node is inserted to 
the super-network. The new node checks the physical 
distance to the leaders on the route in the super-network. 
If it finds the leader to which the physical distance is 
shorter than the threshold, it is inserted to the sub-
network of the leader. If there is no leader to which the 
new node is inserted on the route, the new node is 
inserted as a node (leader) in the super-network. In each 
layer of virtual network, any peer-to-peer lookup 
routing algorithm such as CAN, Chord, Pastry, and 
Tapestry[3][4][5][6] can be used. 

In Figure 2, the new node A joins the Grapes with the 
help of the bootstrap node B. If the distance between A 
and B is shorter than the threshold, A is located in B’s 
sub-network (A1). Otherwise, A is not inserted to B’s 
sub-network, but to B’s super-network. A checks the 
physical distance to the leaders on the route in the 
super-network. In the figure, A is not inserted to the 
C(and D, E, F)’s sub-network because the distance 

between A and C(and D, E, F) is longer than the 
threshold. If the distance A and G is shorter than the 
threshold, A is inserted to the G’s sub-network (A2). If 
there is no appropriate leader on the route, A is the 
leader in the super-network (A3). 

2.2. Data insertion 

When the node inserts data, it looks for the node 
managing the hashed key of the data in its sub-network 
first. The node inserts data to the node which manages 
the key of the data. And then the node inserts the data in 
the super-network. The node, with the help of its leader, 
looks for the appropriate leader in the super-network. If 
the destination leader does not have its sub-network, the 
data is inserted to the destination leader. If the 
destination leader has its sub-network, the node looks 
for the appropriate node in the sub-network. In this case, 
finally, the data is inserted to the target node in the sub-
network. 

2.3. Data retrieval 

When the node retrieves data, it looks for the node 
managing the hashed key of the data in its sub-network 
first. If the sub-network does not have the data, the node 
looks up its super-network with the help of the leader. 
After the node retrieves the data from the target node, it 
replicates the data in its own sub-network. 

 

 

Figure 2. Node insertion example in the Grapes 
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2.4. Scalability 

In Grapes, a node can find data in its sub-network 
with the high probability due to the data replication in 
its sub-network. In addition to this locality benefit, 
Grapes scales well when the number of the nodes in the 
virtual network increases. Grapes’ hierarchical structure 
makes the lookup hops shorter than those of the flat one. 
Chord[4], for example, has (log )O N  logical lookup 

hops. If Grapes uses Chord’s lookup algorithm in both 
layer of the virtual network, Grapes has (log )O N  

logical lookup hops, on the assumption that it constructs 
the well balanced hierarchy, N leaders and 

N nodes in each sub-network. 
To achieve this scalability, Grapes only needs a little 

bit more information in each node. In previous flat 
lookup services, the node maintains the neighbor 
information for lookup routing. In Grapes, the node 
maintains the neighbor information for its own layer of 
the virtual network and the leader or the first sub-node 
information. 

2.5. Leader delegation 

Leader delegation process of Grapes is as follows. 
Every node in the sub-network maintains its leader 
information. Therefore, a sub-node can notice that its 
leader is crashed in the process of node inserting or data 
insertion/retrieval. The sub-node that detects the 
leader’s crash advertises to all the nodes in its sub-
network. And then the first sub-node of the leader takes 
over the sub-network and advertises to all the nodes in 
its sub-network. The first sub-node is the sub-node that 
joined the sub-network first of all. It maintains the 
neighbor information of the leader, which makes it be 
able to take over the leader’s position in the super-
network. After the first sub-node took over the sub-
network of the old leader, a neighbor node of the new 
leader becomes the first sub-node of the sub-network. 

3. Simulation results 

In this section, we present the evaluation of our 
Grapes algorithm and quantify the performance gains. 
We used Inet[8] topologies of 3,500 autonomous 

systems in our experiments. Among the 3,500 
autonomous systems, we randomly chose 500 ASs. We 
assumed the number of hosts in each AS is 10,000 and 
the maximum percentage of hosts joined the Grapes is 
5% of the number of hosts in each AS, which makes the 
maximum number of joining hosts be 250,000. We 
selected CAN[3] algorithm as peer-to-peer lookup 
algorithm in both sub-network and super-network. 

 
We used the following metrics to evaluate Grapes. 
n Data insertion time 

The response time that a node inserts data in peer-
to-peer virtual network 

n Data lookup time 
The response time that a node looks up data from 
the virtual network 

n Direct delay 
The physical delay between the node look ups data 
and the node stores data 

 
In the experiments, we measured the above metrics 

with the following parameters. 
n Threshold  

When the new node joins Grapes, the threshold 
determines whether the node is inserted to one’s 
sub-network or super-network. In the following 
simulation, we fixed the threshold is 100ms. 
n Kinds of data 

We assumed 1000 kinds of data exist in the virtual 
network. 

n Number of hosts 
When we measured the metrics as the number of 
data access per host increasing, we fixed the 
number hosts is 100,000. 
n Number of data access per host 

When we measured the metrics as the number of 
hosts increasing, we fixed the number of data 
access per host is 5. 

n Uniform access / Exponential access 
We measured the metrics in uniform data access 
and exponential data access. Uniform access means 
the probability of accessing each of data is same. 
Exponential access means nodes access a few data 
frequently and access most of data infrequently. 
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Figure 3. Data insertion time 

Figure 3 shows the data insertion time when an 
arbitrary node inserts data into Grapes with bare bones 
CAN[3]4 and into original bare bones CAN. The data 
insertion time depends on the path length in the virtual 
network. The hierarchical structure of Grapes makes the 
path length shorter than that of original CAN. The 
figure presents the data insertion time while the number 
of hosts is increasing. In spite of inserting data twice, 
into sub-network and super-network, data insertion time 
in Grapes is shorter than that of original CAN. 
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Figure 4. Data lookup time while the number of hosts is 

increasing 

                                                           
4 Bare bones CAN means by CAN with no optimization scheme.  
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Figure 5. Data lookup time while the number of data 

access per host is increasing 

Figure 4 and 5 show the data lookup time when an 
arbitrary node retrieves data from Grapes with bare 
bones CAN and from original bare bones CAN. The 
data lookup time depends on the path length and effects 
of data replication. Even if the node storing data is 
located in another sub-network, the average path length 
in Grapes is shorter than that of original CAN. Also if 
the data is located in the same sub-network, the path 
length is much shorter. Figure 4 presents the data 
lookup time while the number of hosts is increasing. As 
the number of hosts increasing, lookup time in original 
CAN is extremely growing. Grapes-U, Grapes with 
uniform data access has about 4,500ms lookup time 
when the number of hosts is 250,000 and Grapes-E, 
Grapes with exponential data access has only about 
1,600ms. Figure 5 presents it while the number of data 
access per host is increasing. As stated above, the 
number of hosts is 100,000. As the data access 
frequency per host is increasing, lookup time in both 
Grapes-U and Grapes-E scales down due to the more 
frequent data retrieval in its own sub-network. 
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Figure 6. Direct delay while the number of hosts is 

increasing 
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Figure 7. Direct delay while the number of data access 

per host is increasing 

Figure 6 and 7 show the delay between the data 
retrieving node and the data storing node. The delay 
depends on where the data is located. Data replication 
makes the node be able to find the data in its own sub-
network with the high probability. Figure 6 presents the 
delay between two ends while the number of hosts is 
increasing. CAN and Grapes-U has the similar 
distribution. While the direct delay in CAN is almost 
uniform as the number of hosts is increasing, that in 
Grapes-U is a little bit decreasing (88ms to 83ms). The 
reason is as follows. While the number of hosts is 
increasing in Grapes, the number of hosts in the sub-

network is increasing, which makes the probability of 
retrieval from the sub-network high. Grapes-E has 
smallest direct delay due to more frequent data retrieval 
in the sub-network. The delay in Grapes-E is also a little 
bit decreasing as the number of hosts is increasing (77ms 
to 73ms). Figure 7 presents it while the number of data 
access per host is increasing. As stated above, the 
number of hosts is 100,000. As the data access frequency 
per host is increasing, direct delay between two ends in 
both Grapes-U and Grapes-E decreases due to the more 
frequent data retrieval in its own sub-network. 
Particularly, the direct delay of Grape-E scales down 
until about 72ms. 

4. Conclusion and future work 

In this paper, we proposed a self organizing topology-
based hierarchical virtual network for peer-to-peer 
lookup services, called Grapes. In Grapes, any node can 
be a leader or sub-node in the order of node insertion 
and the nodes construct the hierarchical virtual network 
in the autonomous manner without any support of a 
kind of server like landmark. In Grapes, a node can find 
data in its sub-network with the high probability due to 
the data replication in its sub-network. Grapes also 
scales well when the number of the nodes in the virtual 
network increases. We are studying on the hierarchical 
structure optimization method of Grapes. Also we are 
scheduled to research on fault-tolerant Grapes. Fault-
tolerant approach makes Grapes be adapted to wireless 
ad-hoc networks. And we plan to develop a new peer-to-
peer lookup algorithm much more suitable to Grapes. 
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